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Subject to:
Figure 2: Optimizing wireline replication, where v is a vehicle, f is a le, a is an AP, i is a node with wireline connectivity (which may or may not be an AP, e.g., a Web server), Intv is an interval duration, A is the set of all the APs, I is the set of all the nodes with wireline connectivity, AP(v) is the set of APs that vehicle v will visit, Q(v, f ) is the probability that v is interested in le f , D(v, f , a) is the amount of trafc in le f vehicle v should download from AP a during a contact in the next interval, x( f , n K , n J ) is the amount of trafc in le f to replicate from node n K to node n J during the current interval, CT (a, v) is average contact time of vehicle v at AP a, WCap is wireless capacity, InCap is incoming wireline access link capacity, OutCap is outgoing wireline access link capacity, has(n, f ) is amount of le f a node n has, and size( f ) is the size of le f . 
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